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	Many designers and photographers own the entire suite of Adobe’s creative products, but they manage to learn only one or two of the applications really well. If Adobe InDesign is the one app in the suite that makes you feel like you’re entering a foreign country where you don’t speak the language, Robin Williams provides the perfect travel guide and translator in this new edition to the best-selling Non-Designer’s series. 


	

	This fun, straight-forward, four-color book includes many individual exercises designed specifically to teach InDesign to beginners in such a way that you can jump in at any point to learn a specific tool or technique. Along the way, Robin offers design tips for making your work communicate appropriately and beautifully. 


	

	Whether you need to create your own marketing materials for a small business or organization, or you want your student or business papers to be perceived as more professional, or you want to become more proficient with the design tools you already use, this book is the fastest and most efficient path to mastering basic tasks InDesign.


	

	In this non-designer’s guide to InDesign, you’ll learn:

	
		How to create basic design projects, such as flyers, business cards, letterhead, ads, brochures, CD covers, and much more


	
		How to add images to your pages and crop, rotate, resize, and add effects to those images


	
		How to use InDesign’s typographic tools to make your work look professional


	
		How to use style sheets so every job is easier to create and work with


	
		How to use tabs and indents with confidence and predictability


	
		How to create nice-looking tables to effectively organize data


	
		And, of course, the basics of working in InDesign with layers, panels, tools, etc.  
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Earthquake Engineering: From Engineering Seismology to Performance-Based EngineeringCRC Press, 2004


	Earthquake engineering (EE) is an integration of multidisciplinary knowledge in several

	areas of basic sciences and science-based engineering with the ultimate goal of reducing

	the seismic risks to socioeconomically acceptable levels.





	In the U.S., the first comprehensive book covering various aspects of EE was...
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Change Your Mind-And Keep the Change : Advanced NLP Submodalities InterventionsReal People, 1987

	This advanced NLP book builds on the foundation established in Heart of the Mind, by the Andreases, and Using Your Brain—for a CHANGE, by Richard Bandler. Presented in "live seminar" format, this book offers rich information and specific examples of how to work successfully in helping people change. Specific methods are...
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Java XML and JSONApress, 2016

	
		
			
				Java XML and JSON is your one-stop guide to mastering the XML metalanguage and JSON data format along with significant Java APIs for parsing and creating XML/JSON documents (and more). The first six chapters focus on XML along with the SAX, DOM, StAX, XPath, and XSLT APIs. The remaining four...
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Advances in Digital Forensics VII: 7th IFIP WG 11.9 International Conference on Digital Forensics, Orlando, FL, USASpringer, 2011


	Digital forensics deals with the acquisition, preservation, examination,

	analysis and presentation of electronic evidence. Networked computing,

	wireless communications and portable electronic devices have expanded

	the role of digital forensics beyond traditional computer crime investigations.

	Practically every type of crime now...
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Crime and Punishment: Essential Primary SourcesThomson Gale, 2006
Crime, and the issues that relate to it, arouse compelling curiosity and fervent debate. In the human psyche, crimes and their underlying motives often capture equal measures of fascination and revulsion. In the media, criminals are both condemned and granted celebrity. Accordingly, the readings and resources offered in Crime and Punishment:...
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CCNP Practical Studies: RoutingCisco Press, 2002
Practice for the CCNP BSCI exam with hands-on, networking lab scenarios

	Ramp up your routing know-how with more than 40 practical lab scenarios 
	Reinforce your CCNP exam preparation with step-by-step, hands-on router configuration 
	Get up to speed with advanced OSPF and IS-IS configuration,...
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